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List of important phrases

CONMEBOL = the Confederación Sudamericana 
de Fútbol, the governing body of football in South 
America (South America’s equivalent of UEFA) 

Copa América (the Campeonato Sudamericano 
until 1975) = South American equivalent of the 
UEFA European Championship, the Euros  

Copa Libertadores = South America’s equivalent of 
the Champions League (formerly European Cup)  
Nicknamed La Gloria Eterna (eternal glory) 

Copa Sudamericana = South American equivalent 
of the Europa League (formerly UEFA Cup and 
European Cup Winners’ Cup)  Nicknamed La Otra 
Mitad de la Gloria (the other half of the glory) 

Primera División/‘La Primera’ = Argentina’s top 
tier (equivalent of the English Premier League or 
Italian Serie A) 

Primera B Nacional/‘La B’ = Argentina’s 
second flight 

The Big Five (Argentina) = Boca Juniors, River 
Plate, San Lorenzo, Independiente and Racing Club 
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La Albiceleste = the white and light blues, the 
Argentina national team’s nickname 

La selección = the Spanish translation of national 
team, e g  the English national team in Spanish 
would be la selección inglesa 

Latin America = South America and Central 
America form Latin America, from Mexico 
to Argentina 

Gringo = traditionally a national from the United 
States of America, the term can be used to offend 
or simply as a label for either 1) a Yank, or 2) 
anyone speaking English  (Latin Americans often 
can’t distinguish between the English spoken by 
Americans, Brits or any other visitor – the foreign 
tongue used between any backpacker is, of course, 
English, hence why we are all now gringos!) 

Argento = the Spanish spoken in Argentina, 
incorporating their slang (lunfardo) with the 
unique dialect 
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Boring, boring Arsenal de Sarandí

AS THE Uruguayan author and fellow football enthusiast 
Eduardo Galeano wrote in his book, Football: In Sun and 
Shadow: ‘The goal is football’s orgasm  And like orgasms, 
goals have become an ever less frequent occurrence in 
modern life  Half a century ago, it was a rare thing for a 
match to end scoreless: 0-0, two open mouths, two yawns  
Now the eleven players spend the entire match hanging from 
the crossbar, trying to stop goals, and they have no time 
to score them ’ The two 0-0s I saw at Arsenal de Sarandí 
resulted in many an open mouth, but not from spectators 
stunned by any brilliance witnessed at the Estadio Julio H  
Grondona  

Boring, boring Arsenal, indeed – a 1990s British football 
chant that could easily be applied to The Arsenal’s namesake 
7,000 miles diagonally across the Atlantic  The London club 
I inherited from my English grandparents played a brand 
of football in the 1990s that wasn’t pleasant on the eye  
Very little football in Argentina was pleasant on the eye, but 
fans of the Arsenal in Avellaneda might resent the modern 
incarnation of their club being labelled boring  In their 60-
year existence, Arsenal de Sarandí may have contributed 
very little to Argentinian fútbol, but the last two decades 
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have seen them promoted to the top tier and lift, amongst 
other things, the 2011 Copa Sudamericana and the 2012 
Clausura league title 

From The Arsenal to their Arsenal  I left London on 
Wednesday, 23 October 2013 to fly to Buenos Aires  A 
connecting flight in Madrid gave me four hours to wander 
around the empty airport  But it was being refurbished  
There was nothing to do there: no bars, no restaurants, no 
shops to browse  I had hoped to find a bar to watch the 
Champions League in whilst waiting for my onward flight 
to Argentina  In the end I had to make do with buying four 
cans of San Miguel from the tiny cafeteria and paying an 
extortionate price for 24-hour wi-fi to watch a 90-minute 
football match on my laptop  Arsenal lost 2-1 at home to 
Borussia Dortmund, but the four beers served as an effective 
nightcap ahead of the 12-hour flight 

From Ezeiza Airport I took a remís taxi into town  De 
dónde sos? the taxi driver asked me  Where are you from? I 
had been studying Spanish for a couple of years, yet fell at 
the first hurdle  He changed the question: De dónde ERES? 
We tried to chat the rest of the journey but didn’t get very 
far  He dropped me off at the door of the house where I was 
staying  It was 9am  Once I had been given the tour and was 
settled, I went online to have a look at the football fixtures  

I had already visited several grounds around the world 
without really even being conscious of what groundhopping 
was  I was a groundhopper before groundhopping as a concept 
had presented itself to me  Nearly a decade earlier, when I 
was in Berlin for a meeting, visiting the Olympiastadion 
was high on my list of sights to see  Had I been a fully 
fledged member of the football subculture groundhopping 
back then, I could have gone to see Union Berlin before 
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they became admired around the globe  I could have even 
visited the Poststadion, which I have learned was where 
Adolf Hitler watched his only-ever game of football (when 
Norway beat Germany in the 1936 Olympics football 
quarter-finals)  Hitler was apparently so disgusted by the 
result that he never returned to a football stadium  

But I hadn’t thought to visit other grounds, only the 
biggest and most famous one – the only one I was aware of 
at the time  I wouldn’t make the same mistake in Buenos 
Aires  Argentina’s capital is home to an astonishing number 
of teams, making it one of the best cities for football in 
global football – if not the best  More than half the clubs 
in the top two tiers have a stadium in the capital or within 
an hour of the city’s limits  And naturally each has its own 
unique history entangled with glorious stories of victories, 
defeats and everything in between  

First on my list, however, were Arsenal de Sarandí  That 
initial search of fixtures showed that Arsenal de Sarandí 
were playing at home only 48 hours later  A Friday night  
Adopting El Arse as my Argentinian team and going 
regularly to the ground was the plan, a plan cooked up long 
before I had learned anything about the club  I didn’t even 
know how far the ground was from the barrio of Colegiales 
where I was staying  I soon learned that this was an overly 
ambitious plan  

I went online to find out more  I contacted a couple of 
people on social media, asking about Arsenal de Sarandí 
on a Friday night  The response was an unequivocal DO 
NOT GO  Why would you be so stupid as to visit such 
a dodgy neighbourhood, an hour and a half from home, 
having just landed and not knowing your way around, let 
alone speaking the language? All that aside, who in their 
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right mind would want to watch this team? And this was 
coming from one of their own fans 

Santiago was an Arsenal fan  He had lived in New 
Zealand for a year and, luckily for me, spoke perfect English  
He put me off the idea of going to the ground and invited me 
instead to watch the game at his flat  It just so happened that 
he lived a short walk down Avenida Lacroze from my rented 
digs  A mate of mine came along and we found the 25-storey 
modern block of flats where Santi lived  The building looked 
very out of place amongst the mostly three- or four-storey 
buildings in the residential neighbourhoods of Colegiales 
and Chacarita in the north of the city 

My first cultural shock was awaiting me behind the door 
as I arrived on the 14th floor at Santi’s flat  I knocked on 
the door  A few seconds passed before an Argentine man 
launched himself forward to kiss me  I’m slow at the best of 
times  I closed my eyes and accepted my fate  Without any 
pretence whatsoever, Argentines – men and women alike – 
embrace each other with the right cheek touching  To call 
it a kiss would be inaccurate; it’s a brief hug in which the 
cheeks are the main protagonists  

Whilst this first experience of the Argentinian beso felt a 
little more homoerotic than I was used to, it was something 
I would grow to love  As a way of greeting a friend, or even 
meeting a friend of a friend for the first time, it broke down 
an invisible barrier whose existence I hadn’t been aware of  
(Later, when I was travelling through Bolivia and living in 
Perú and Colombia, I would miss the beso)  But there were 
also times when it was a pain in el arse  Leaving a pub after 
getting together with Arsenal Argentina Supporters Club 
to watch an Arsenal game in the Premier League, I would 
feel obliged to go around the 15 Argentines, kissing my 
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farewells  A few times, after a few beers and a disappointing 
result, I would just sneak out 

Saying hello would be easier in these situations  Thirsty 
and excited about the game ahead, I was often the first to 
arrive at the pub  One by one others would arrive, and I 
could spread the kissing out over half an hour  Those who 
arrived last would have to do a lap around the table  One 
young Argentine would always arrive late  Sebastian also 
spoke perfect English, having lived in the US  I always hoped 
he would come so that I had someone to talk to  Sometimes 
he would arrive at half-time, other times not at all  If he did 
come, he wouldn’t be in much state to hold a conversation: 
he had come straight from one of those Buenos Aires nights 
out that start at midnight and last until lunchtime  

The beso greeting could be something for my mates back 
home, I thought  But England and Norway are a lot colder 
than I had ever realised  Argentines would say to me that ‘in 
colder countries the people are colder’  Were they trying to 
say we are unfriendly and maybe even hostile? At first, I felt 
this was unfair  We might not be as warm as people in South 
America, I countered, but I didn’t feel we were cold  The 
problem lay in the comparison  It’s like saying Argentina is 
not a footballing power just because Brazil have won more 
World Cups, I would say  

After a few years, however, I had to concede that, yes, 
people in my countries are generally quite cold  When I told 
my Peruvian girlfriend that Norwegian couples often sleep 
with separate duvets, she was dumbstruck  It was difficult 
to deny we were cold, having admitted that 

Before any talk of watching the English Arsenal with 
Argentines, I wanted to watch the Argentinian Arsenal 
with an Argentine  We walked into Santiago’s flat and 
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settled down for a male bonding session talking about 
football over a few beers  I don’t remember much from the 
1-1 draw between Arsenal de Sarandí and Gimnasia, just 
that watching it on telly was probably a better option than 
trekking down to the Estadio Julio Humberto Grondona 
in Sarandí  

It would take a few months before I made the trip 
to Arsenal de Sarandí’s ground  Julio Grondona was an 
interesting, if not infamously outspoken and controversial, 
character who had risen to the top of the world game as 
president of the Argentine FA, as well as being the vice-
president of FIFA  In the 1950s Julio and his brother Héctor 
founded the current Arsenal de Sarandí  There had been 
an amateur club called Arsenal in the neighbourhood for a 
decade up until that point  Naturally I was interested in the 
name, but no one could tell me definitively  Most suggested 
that it probably came from the English Arsenal  With the 
first Arsenal in Sarandí starting out in the 1940s, and the 
English Arsenal FC having had an iconic and successful 
team in the 1930s under the tutelage of Herbert Chapman, 
this may well tally  

So the name probably did come from London  But they 
hadn’t adopted the red and white of the London club  The 
idea for their kit came from combining the colours of the 
two big clubs in Avellaneda, a town just outside the city 
limits of Buenos Aires  Racing Club and Independiente are 
the more traditional clubs of Avellaneda, two of Argentinian 
football’s big five  Like any area with two big powers, the two 
clubs split many families, much like Arsenal and Tottenham 
or Liverpool and Everton do back home  But no concern was 
given to the revolting result of such a mix: Racing Club wear 
light blue shirts, Independiente red  Imagine a Manchester 
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City shirt slashed diagonally from one shoulder to the hip 
in a red sash representing Manchester United  Half-and-half 
scarves are unpopular enought amongst many football fans; 
I think this combo would cause a riot in the UK 

The club had languished in the lower divisions 
throughout the first couple of decades of their existence, 
reaching the Primera División in 2002 (with 1986 World 
Cup hero Jorge Burruchaga as coach)  Their rise through 
the leagues – promotions in 1986 and 1992, before that last 
push in 2002 – coincided with Grondona’s rise to power at 
the Argentine FA and at FIFA, which also included a stint 
as president of Independiente  

In fact, it turned out that I was living with a member 
of Grondona’s family  Of sorts  I was staying in a gorgeous 
old house in Colegiales, renting a room from a teacher who 
worked where I was going to be taking an English teaching 
course, and where I would later be offered my first teaching 
job  My landlady’s eldest daughter was married into the 
Grondona family  I began thinking about interviewing him  
I wasn’t a journalist, but I thought that Arsenal fans in the 
UK and beyond would be interested to know more about 
another Arsenal  And that if I had a link to the founder 
of the club, why not try my hand at writing about a topic 
close to my heart? Nothing came of it  Grondona died in 
2014 aged 82  I had to be careful of what I said about the 
man around the house  I had heard a lot about nefarious 
things that implicated the man and I didn’t want to offend 
my host  This was just another – allegedly – highly corrupt 
man in a country struggling with crippling corruption  Why 
could Argentina never get its act together? The C word 

When I did finally make it to Estadio Julio H  Grondona, 
it was with another new friend I had met in my first few 
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weeks in Buenos Aires  Juance was what I never became: a 
double Arsenal fan  He was a Gooner and hincha of El Arse  
More than a fan, Juance worked closely with Arsenal de 
Sarandí as a journalist with Hablemos de Arsenal  

We met in the pub watching the English Arsenal  Juance 
promised to take me to Sarandí  I had been putting off 
going on my own after what I had been told about the 
area  But Arsenal were due to play a Copa Libertadores 
quarter-final  It was as good a game as any to tick off a 
new ground, one I had been anticipating for a while  It 
was an evening kick-off and getting down to Avellaneda 
in rush hour was problematic  Juance lived in Belgrano, a 
neighbourhood close to where I was staying, and we met 
at Olleros tube station in Colegiales to go into the centre  
From there we were supposed to get a bus from near the 
city’s iconic Obelisco, but by the time three full buses had 
passed without stopping we decided to jump in a taxi  

Pre-match rituals are important in Argentina  Juance 
would always stop off at a pizza restaurant near the ground  
The place was grubby, but the pizza was decent, the beer 
was served by the litre, and football shirts adorned the walls  
Fans would either nip in for a slice to take away or they were 
propping up the counter, eating and talking  We wanted to 
sit and enjoy more than one litre of beer  We grabbed an 
empty table and marvelled at the shirts hanging around us  
Naturally, there were a number of Arsenal shirts and of the 
rivals Racing and Independiente, as well as several smaller 
local teams that I had never heard of and would never hear 
of in the following years living in Buenos Aires  

It was just the kind of place I adored  Along with our 
pizza and beer, we had time for Juance to explain the ever-
changing Argentinian league format  The following year it 
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would change, but in 2014 the Primera División consisted 
of 20 teams with the season being split in two  It followed a 
European schedule with the Apertura or Inicial (‘opening’) 
starting in August and a Clausura or Final (‘closing’) played 
from February until June  Both Apertura and Clausura 
halves were played over 19 games and two champions would 
be crowned  (Sometimes there would be an outright winner 
after a final between the two winners, but not always ) It’s 
a common setup throughout South America  That’s not to 
say it’s a permanent setup 

The 2011/12 season saw Boca Juniors lift the Apertura 
– their 30th league title – and Arsenal de Sarandí win the 
Clausura, their first  Arsenal winning the league wasn’t the 
fairytale story of Leicester City winning the Premier League 
in 2016  It wasn’t uncommon for smaller teams to win either 
the Apertura or Clausura, or at least challenge for them  
Sustaining a title challenge over 19 games was easier than 
over a 38-game season  

Many changes have been made to how Argentinian 
football is played, particularly over the last ten years  In one 
way it’s admirable that changes are readily made to the format 
in an attempt to improve the general footballing landscape  I 
have always wished that European football would be equally 
dynamic  Cynical observers of South American football 
would suggest that the seemingly constant tinkering of 
the structures makes Argentinian football chaotic and too 
random  It’s certainly difficult for foreigners to understand 
until they really get to know the league and the teams  And 
after a lot of online study or football chat over beers  More 
cynical still, maybe the whimsical reformatting isn’t always 
with the game’s best interests in mind  In a corrupt country 
on a corrupt continent, there are probably other motives 
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In 2015 the Primera División was expanded to 30 teams 
and named in honour of the late Grondona  But with 30 
teams, playing each team home and away wouldn’t have 
been possible  Fifty-eight league games would certainly 
make for a lot of football in Buenos Aires, but it wasn’t 
viable  The solution was to play every team once, either 
home or away  That would mean a 29-game season  A 
second game against your closest rivals would give the 30-
team league a 30-game season  El Campeonato de Primera 
División ‘Julio H  Grondona’ 2015 would be played from 
February to November – it was the first and only time since 
1966 that a full season would be played in a calendar year  

With the new 30-team format, Boca Juniors and River 
Plate would play each other twice a season, home and away  
Against the other three big clubs, however, Boca would 
be drawn to play either at La Bombonera or away  Boca 
having to play two of these three teams away would be a 
clear disadvantage (assuming that these three clubs were all 
at full strength, something which was never guaranteed as 
Argentinian clubs are also always in a state of flux)  But a 
seeding system was devised to make it as fair as possible 

Baked into this pie was a derby match planned for every 
weekend  Clubs were paired up with a rival with whom 
they would spend a weekend with the eyes of Argentinian 
and South American football solely on them  One weekend 
Boca Juniors would face River Plate, another Newell’s 
Old Boys versus Rosario Central  In the middle of the 
season a weekend was marked for all derby matches to be 
played  Boca versus River and Newell’s versus Central and 
San Lorenzo versus Huracán  The setup meant that four 
teams would play their two derby matches on back-to-back 
weekends  Two rivals meeting the weekend before the big 
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derby weekend, only to do it all again a week later  Another 
two teams would meet the weekend after the derby bonanza 

Of course, not everyone had a natural rival in the league  
Once all the traditional derbies had been drawn up, the 
odd ones out – or bichos raros (‘strange bugs’ in Argentinian 
Spanish) – would simply be assigned a partner  Where maybe 
there was no rivalry before, for the coming season they 
became your most hated, despised rival  In theory, at least 

In English football, Arsenal-Spurs, Liverpool-Everton, 
United-City would be the first derbies to be scheduled, 
should such a season be adopted in England  But what 
about Norwich City? Norwich would wait until the end, 
picked last much like when playing football in the school 
playground  Is Norwich versus Newcastle an anticlimax of 
a rivalry?

Arsenal de Sarandí was a bicho raro  All of Arsenal’s 
neighbours had a hated rival with whom they could spend 
two weekends during 2015  Arsenal’s assigned clásico for 
this newfangled 30-team season was Defensa y Justicia  DyJ 
were another small team punching above their weight, but 
were certainly no direct rival for Arsenal and there was little 
head-to-head history to talk of  Arsenal fans will tell you 
that they have no particular disdain for Defensa  Porvenir, 
a team I only came across in the last few months of living 
in Buenos Aires, would be a more fitting fixture, had they 
not been separated by three tiers of Argentinian football  
Arsenal toiled for decades in these lower divisions, after all  
Quilmes, another southern Buenos Aires team, would have 
been a more viable rivalry, but Quilmes had been assigned 
neighbours Temperley as their derby partner for the season 

The 2015 campaign would be a one-off  In the first 
half of 2016, two 15-team leagues were contested between 
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February and May  Rivals were in different halves of the two 
zones but would play each twice in two interzonal games  
Boca Juniors played 14 games, either home or away against 
the teams in Zona 2, but home and away against River Plate 
(both games ended 0-0)  After the 2016 Copa América in 
June, another 30-team season was embarked upon between 
late August 2016 and late June 2017 

All this had been difficult to follow ahead of my first 
visit to Estadio Julio H  Grondona  The beer was flowing 
and the pizza was tasty, but the league formats were difficult 
to swallow  I resolved to read up on it the next day  First 
up was a Copa Libertadores quarter-final first leg between 
Arsenal and Club Nacional of Paraguay 

There are a lot of Paraguayans living in Argentina 
and, whilst away fans had recently been banned from 
domestic games, visiting fans were allowed for continental 
competition  It was one of few occasions when the ground 
would be full  Despite the decent atmosphere, the hosts 
couldn’t break down the visiting defence and the game 
ended 0-0  Arsenal had lost the first leg in Asunción a week 
before and Club Nacional went through to the semi-final 

My second trip to watch El Arsenal also ended 0-0, this 
time in their so-called clásico versus Defensa y Justicia on 
the weekend of derby matches  Juance said he would take 
me, getting me into the platea section for free  It was on the 
condition that I didn’t mind hanging around in the players’ 
car park after the game while he interviewed players for 
Hablemos de Arsenal  

I didn’t recognise any of the players  That wasn’t really 
my thing  I might have tried getting a picture had it been 
Carlitos Tevez or Fabricio Coloccini or any other easily 
recognisable returnee to Argentinian football  I could 
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probably only name a total of seven or eight players when 
Boca Juniors and River Plate played one another  When it 
came to Arsenal de Sarandí I struggled to name even one 
player  But I had nowhere else to be other than hanging 
around amongst the wives, girlfriends and young children 
of these top-division footballers, even if it lacked a lot of the 
glamour I would have expected  

Only 900 other spectators bothered, and it wasn’t quite 
what one would expect of a Latin American – let alone an 
Argentinian – clásico  The fact that it wasn’t really a derby, 
but just a regular game between two teams who were on 
borrowed time in the top division, might have explained the 
lack of enthusiasm  We did get an early red card for the home 
fans to shout about, but if anything this encouraged the away 
team to be even more defensively minded  The 0-0 seemed 
inevitable and the atmosphere never got going  Dotted across 
the little, blue-painted concrete terracing were groups of fans  
And a street dog sat at the feet of an elderly man to my left  
Behind one goal, there was a bigger cluster of fans and barra 
brava trying their best to support the team, but to no avail  
People around us seemed resigned to a dull game early on  Oh 
well, there were much bigger games on that weekend anyway 

It was always disappointing to leave a stadium without 
having seen the home team score  The roar of the home 
crowd, that release of energy, was an essential part of visiting 
a new ground  In the coming months and years it was 
something I experienced several times across the continent, 
but particularly in Argentina  The result wasn’t important 
to me: I was impartial but for wanting the home team to 
score at least once  1-0, 1-1, 1-5  

My spreadsheet with data of games attended and grounds 
visited has a slew of yawning mouths, with half of the games 
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I went to in my first year in South America ending 0-0  
There was nothing worse than returning home from a 
goalless draw to watch the goals in the other games on TV  
An Argentinian goals show consists solely of the screaming 
of GOOOL a couple of dozen times over a 45-minute 
period  Commentators never deviate from the classic goal 
commentary and a review of Primera goals would feel like 
the television taunting the fan who attended the 0-0 draw 

Another three games ended without the home team 
scoring  A game which didn’t end 0-0 was All Boys versus 
Olimpo at the Estadio Islas Malvinas  The only goal of the 
game was scored in the fifth minute  We arrived in the sixth 
and enjoyed 84 minutes of goalless action 

Situated in the south-west of Buenos Aires, All Boys 
play at Estadio Islas Malvinas  An uncomfortable name 
for Brits: Las Islas Malvinas is the Spanish name for the 
Falkland Islands  Most prominently, Godoy Cruz in the 
city of Mendoza and All Boys play in a stadium named 
after the islands  Apart from these, any stadium you visit 
in Argentina will have graffiti of the scraggy islands inside 
or outside the stadium, on items of clothing or even on the 
kits themselves  Upon seeing bucket hats sold outside River 
Plate’s El Monumental stadium, with Las Malvinas and 
their famous red sash going through the middle, I had to 
buy a couple for my collection  

The issue of Las Malvinas was ever-present in Argentina 
and always seemed to be topical when it came to politicised 
events, which was essentially everything  The Argentine 
writer Jorge Luis Borges had suggested that the Falklands 
War was ‘two bald men fighting over a comb’, but the issue 
of whose islands they really were was still topical over 30 
years later  Gatherings, celebrations, protests, elections, 
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football matches: the islands were mentioned in many 
contexts that defined daily life in Argentina  Grondona 
had called the English ‘pirates and liars’ whilst he was on the 
board at FIFA, something he later had to apologise for  The 
resentment towards the UK (more specifically, England) on 
the topic was very real  

Argentines say that there are two things that are best 
not spoken about, namely football and politics  Touching 
on either subject is guaranteed to lead to disagreements, 
arguments and possibly fist-fights  Best to keep the peace 
and talk about the weather, maybe  However, football and/
or politics is generally all the locals talk about  And with 
Las Malvinas, every Argentine going to a football game 
will agree that Las Malvinas Fueron, Son y Serán Argentinas 
(‘ … were, are and will be Argentine’), so rather than causing 
disagreements, these two topics go together like red meat 
and red wine, bringing the locals together  

But being English or British in Argentina, one could 
expect a degree of animosity  I didn’t experience any, 
possibly because I mostly came across a younger generation 
of Argentine who were more likely to ask about music or 
football than the Falklands  But I did have English students 
of mine ask me, either through curiosity or friendly teasing  
A 12-year-old student, a smart and funny kid who later 
became an (English) Arsenal convert, stood up in our kids’ 
class one day, put his hand on his heart and started singing 
the ‘Las Malvinas’ song they are taught in school, apropos 
of nothing  I didn’t mind  Despite being half-English, I had 
no strong opinions about the Falkland Islands; it was before 
I was born  What’s more, having read Naomi Klein’s book, 
The Shock Doctrine, at university as part of my degree, I had 
been exposed to a slightly more sinister angle on Margaret 
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Thatcher and her motivation for fighting for the islands  
But, as the Argies say, politics are best left out of it  

Teaching English in South America is a popular, almost 
clichéd, profession for expats  Considering that the vast 
majority, like myself, arrive without speaking much (if any) 
Spanish, this isn’t so surprising  What other local job could 
you do without speaking the local tongue? Being British 
carried a lot more weight when working as an English 
teacher, more so than other nationalities  Argentine teachers 
of the English language suffered the most discrimination 
in this sense, even if they had come from Anglo-Argentine 
families  It was unfair considering the local teachers I 
worked with had studied English, in some cases for decades  
They understood and could explain the grammar better 
than most native speakers, especially me at the outset of 
my teaching career  But being native had gravitas; not all 
native English speakers, however  I lived briefly with a 
South African who struggled to get work and moved home 
within a year in Argentina  Some Irish teachers had the 
same problem  

It served me well to say I was from the UK when 
working as an English teacher  Otherwise I would say 
I was Norwegian  I had been born in Oslo after all and 
had moved from Norway to Argentina; I felt I could say I 
was Norwegian without it seeming disingenuous  Norway  
was quite exotic to an Argentine  England was less so, as 
they already knew a lot about the country  Anyway, there 
were many British expats, long- and short-term, living in 
Argentina  

When backpacking in southern Patagonia towards the 
end of my sojourn in Argentina, I hitched a lift with an 
Argentine from the town of El Calafate to the Pan-American 
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Highway Ruta 40  We started chatting and I said I was an 
English teacher  I had said I was Norwegian, but I always 
felt it necessary to qualify myself as an English teacher by 
saying my mum was from the UK  (It didn’t really matter, 
most people in South America – more so in Perú and 
Colombia than in Argentina – would ask if English was 
the main language in Norway, so either I confused them 
with my mixed heritage or maybe they were just confused 
generally ) The driver, an Argentine man in his mid-40s, 
had never bothered to learn English  I asked whether it had 
had anything to do with Las Malvinas, to which he said yes  
He had never wanted to learn the language of the coloniser, 
whether that be the UK or the US (the latter were very 
active in many other parts of Latin America, from Mexico’s 
northern border to the southern tip of Chile and Argentina, 
some 7,000 miles)  The driver, however, felt that he needed 
to learn it now  The rancour of the war had diminished, 
and it was inconvenient not speaking the language when 
travelling, he said  

I had never had to talk about Las Malvinas because I 
said I was Norwegian  A mate of mine had said that he was 
Scottish when sitting on a barber’s stool, a tactic that worked 
as they didn’t associate Scotland with Britain, luckily for 
him  He was from Cambridge, but his grandad was from 
north of the border  Worse was my mate Ilan’s story of 
when he was visiting London  With his light-blue-and-
white Racing Club scarf on, he knocked on the window of 
a white van to ask for directions  The driver asked what his 
scarf was, to which Ilan answered Racing from Argentina  
Without helping him out, the driver just wound the window 
up again  I’m sure there are Argentines who could be equally 
petty, but luckily I didn’t come across them 


